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	Have you ever wanted to include believable physical behaviors in your games and projects to give them that extra edge? Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation, and Simulations teaches you how to incorporate real physics, such as gravity, friction, and buoyancy, into your HTML5 games, animations, and simulations. It also includes more advanced topics, such as particle systems, which are essential for creating effects such as sparks or smoke. The book also addresses the key issue of balancing accuracy and simplicity in your games and simulations, and the final chapters provide you with the information and the code to make the right choice for your project.


	Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation, and Simulations assumes you have a basic knowledge of JavaScript and HTML5. However, no previous knowledge of physics is required—only some very basic math skills. The authors present everything from basic principles to advanced concepts in an approachable way, so you’ll be able to follow the logic and easily adapt the principles to your own applications.


	The book is packed full of practical examples of how you can apply physics to your own games and applications. Spring behaviors can be used for anything from tweaking lowrider suspension to creating cloth simulation; flotation mechanics enable the simulation of submersibles or dirigibles; you can even create your own solar system with accurate orbits and gravity. It doesn’t matter if you’re modeling the Lorentz force in an electromagnetic field or you’re modeling the lift force in a flight simulator, Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation, and Simulations enables you to fill your games and applications with accurate and realistic effects.


	What youÂ’ll learn


	
		• Learn all the basic math and physics you’ll need to incorporate realism into your projects

	
		• Incorporate a wide range of forces, such as gravity, friction, and buoyancy

	
		• Build a number of realistic simulations

	
		• Model particle systems and use them to create visual effects

	
		• Create complex systems using rigid bodies and mass-spring systems

	
		• Deal with numerical subtleties, including accuracy and stability of integration schemes




	Who this book is for


	Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation, and Simulations is for JavaScript developers interested in incorporating real physics into their games, animations, simulations, or generative art projects
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Optimizing Linux® Performance: A Hands-On Guide to Linux® Performance ToolsPrentice Hall, 2005
The first comprehensive, expert guide for end-to-end Linux application  optimization Learn to choose the right tools—and use them together to solve real  problems in real production environmentsSuperior application performance is more  crucial than ever—and in today's complex production environments, it's tougher  to ensure, too. If you...
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The C# Player's Guide (2nd Edition)Starbound Software, 2015

	THIS ISN'T THE EDITION YOU'RE LOOKING FOR! The 3rd edition of this book is now available.


	The C# Player's Guide (2nd Edition) is the ultimate guide for people starting out with C#, whether you are new to programming, or an experienced vet. This guide takes you...
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Fundamentals of Database Systems (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	
		This book introduces the fundamental concepts necessary for designing, using, and implementing database systems and database applications. Our presentation stresses the fundamentals of database modeling and design, the languages and models provided by the database management systems, and database...
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How to Do Everything with Your eBay BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Just a few years ago, it seemed like everyone (including yours truly) was describing
theWeb as the newWild,Wild,West for businesspeople—a place where they could
strike out on their own, stake a claim, open up their own storefront, and start to do
business for the first time. Well, the bloom is off the rose, as far as e-commerce...
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Vba for Excel Made Simple (Made Simple Programming)Gardners Books, 2005
This book provides an introduction to VBA for Excel for new users. It covers basic concepts of VBA and of macro programming, and takes the reader through the process of constructing interactive working applications. Features which make it particularly suitable for new and non-technical users are: * step-by-step approach * avoidance of jargon *...
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CCNA Security 640-554 Official Cert GuideCisco Press, 2012

	Congratulations! If you are reading this, you have in your possession a powerful tool that can help you to


	Improve your awareness and knowledge of network security 


	Increase your skill level related to the implementation of that security 


	Prepare for the CCNA Security...
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